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XP -            

STARTING STATS
Starting Hit Points (HP) : roll 1d10 + 2
Starting Hit Die (HD) : 1d10
Usable Weapons & Armour : Any and all
Attack Damage : See ‘Dealer of Death’

EQUIPMENT
All Valor-Mechs will start out with a Oil 
can (Ud8) 

MECHANICAL MAN
A Valor-Mech starts off with +2 to STR, +1 
to CON due to their size. Their 
appearance and strange buzzing 
mechanical voices give it -2 to CHA.
They are Immune to Poison or any 
biological-based attacks.
Rolls with Disadvantage to electrical 
attacks 

ARMOR CLAD
Valor-Mechs naturally have armour of AV
4. Their armour plating cannot be self-
repaired in the field. After a combat, the 
Player does not roll to repair Broken 
Armour Dice. It can only be repaired by a 
professional smith, usually in a town or 
other settlement. 

BEAUTIFUL & SUBLIME
Due to their size and strength, most 
scholars generally assume that Valor-
Mechs were designed for war. The 
scholars are mistaken.
Valor-Mech were originally designed for 
creating and reciting poetry in the courts 
of ancient emperors.
Whenever a Valor-Mech sees a vista of 
beauty, natural or otherwise, it must 

make an INT roll to avoid drifting off into
poetic fantasy for 1d6 rounds. During this
fantasy, the Character cannot Move or 
take any Actions. 

DEALER OF DEATH
 A Valor-Mech has a ‘pool’ of 

Damage Dice (d6s) equal to their 
HD.
When making an Attack distribute
any number of these Damage Dice 
among any number of Nearby 
targets.
For each target the Player assigns 
the Damage Dice, the Player must 
come up with an exciting and 
bespoke narration for the Attack. 

 Make an Attribute Test for each 
target to see if it is hit, if so, roll 
the Damage Dice assigned to it and
reduce its HP by that amount.
The pool of Damage Dice resets at 
the start of the Valor-Mech’s 
Turn. 

GAINING A NEW LEVEL
Acquire and share a number of 
Experiences equal to your current HD to 
advance a Level. When you gain a Level:

 Roll a d20 once for the following 
Attributes (Dexterity, Intelligence, 
Wisdom, Charisma) – if you roll 
over, it goes up one point. Strength 
and Constitution will not increase. 

 Gain 1 HD – roll a d10 – gain that 
many additional maximum HP. 

 Gain a Damage Die 


